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Abstract  The ever-increasing use of the Internet has created
massive amounts network traffic, causing problems related to
its scalability, controllability, and manageability. Sophisticated
network-based denial of service (DoS) and distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attacks increasingly pose a future threat. The
literature proposes various methods that may help stop all HTTP
DoS/DDoS assaults, but no optimal solution has been identified
so far. Therefore, this paper attempts to fill the gap by proposing
an alternative solution known as an efficient hybrid protocol
framework for distributed DoS attack detection and mitigation
(E-HPFDDM). Such an architecture addresses all aspects of
these assaults by relaying on a three-layer mechanism. Layer 1
uses the outer advanced blocking (OAB) scheme which blocks
unauthorized IP sources using an advanced backlisted table.
Layer 2 is a validation layer that relies on the inner service
trackback (IST) scheme to help determine whether the inbound
request has been initiated by a legitimate or an illegitimate user.
Layer 3 (inner layer) uses the deep entropy based (DEB) scheme
to identify, classify and mitigate high-rate DDoS (HR-DDoS) and
flash crowd (FC) attacks. The research shows that in contrast
to earlier studies, the structure of the proposed system offers
effective defense against DoS/DDoS assaults for web applications.

Keywords  deep entropy based scheme, denial of service, dis-
tributed denial of service, flash crowd, high-rate DDoS, inner
service trackback, outer advanced blocking

1. Introduction

Availability of the network remains the most important secu-
rity requirement. DDoS attacks may result in delaying access
to resources, thus leading to network unavailability. The en-
tire network or a single piece of network equipment (such
as a switch) may be the target. On the other hand, it is the
objective of DoS attacks to overwhelm the network with mas-
sive flows of data packets in order to render it inoperable or
to degrade its performance [1]. A DoS/DDoS assault is both
straightforward and effective, as the attack packets typically
lack any precise characteristics that would help identify them.
Flash crowd (FC) is an increase in demand of a given service
caused by authorized users making concurrent requests. FC
saturates the server, resulting in a denial of service (DoS)
assault that causes delays or takes down the site. From the
perspective of the user’s requests for the service, regardless
of whether they are valid or not, FC may not be considered

as an assault. It is considered an assault from the victim’s or
server-side perspective, as it negatively impacts the server’s
performance.

An LR-DDoS attack floods the victim machine with packets
that have a low data rate in order to avoid detection by the
existing anomaly-based intrusion detection techniques. Since
LR-DDoS traffic is identical to normal flow of data, it can be
concealed. Low-rate DDoS attacks usually rely on multiple
low-rate assaults, such as those executed with the use of
botnets.

This paper proposes an efficient hybrid protocol framework for
DDoS detection and mitigation (E-HPFDDM), addressing all
issues related to HTTP-based DoS/DDoS attacks. FC assaults
are gradually reduced in effect by using the E-HPFDDM
framework, which also immediately blocks high-rate DDoS.
Furthermore, it protects web servers from assaults at several
locations where data packets have ganged. The E-HPFDDM
architecture performs the above tasks using a three-layer
structure that efficiently detects, classifies and prevents HTTP
DoS/DDoS attacks.

E-HPFDDM’s first layer uses the OAB scheme and is config-
ured at the edge router from which the packets are forwarded
to the inner layers using applicable security measures. This
scheme starts by matching incoming packets with the router’s
updated blacklist table. A packet is dropped if the incoming
packet address matches the one on the blacklist and a notifica-
tion message is sent to the user from the outer layer scheme.
In other cases, the packets are moved to the next layer for fur-
ther processing. This layer helps identify all the illegitimate
addresses and directs the same to the outer layer in order to
update the router’s blacklist table. The two interconnected
components make up the outer advanced blocking (OAB)
strategy. In order to keep track of illegitimate IP sources, the
updated blacklist table is used by IST and DEB schemes. If
IP sources fail to pass the procedures defined in the initial
component, they are rejected. The second element is a signal-
ing strategy used by IST and DAE schemes to alert the OAB
of potentially attacking IP sources, update the blacklist and
block illegitimate IP sources during subsequent requests.

The second layer of E-HPFDDM framework uses the inner
service traceback (IST) scheme that helps identify whether
a given request has been initiated by a trusted user. It also
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tracks the real IP source. The third layer of the HPFDDM
framework uses the deep entropy based (DEB) scheme that
helps detect anomalies and classifies DDoS attacks (e.g.
HR-DDoS and FC attacks [2]). The DEB scheme uses the
deep entropy-based algorithm for DDoS anomaly detection,
classification, and mitigation. The DEB technique prevents
traffic from entering the local network if it is determined
to be a high-rate HTTP DoS/DDoS (HR-DDoS) attack. If
the traffic is found to be of the FC type, the scheme lowers
the connection timeout value, as per user requests, until the
timeout value reaches zero, and simultaneously disables the
HTTP connection’s KeepAlive feature.
The contributions of this article include an experimental
setup used for launching DDoS attacks, as well as an imple-
mentation of an efficient model that includes the strategies
described above, such as defense mechanisms capable of de-
tecting, preventing and mitigating DDoS attacks. This paper
is organized as follows. Section 1 offers an overview of the
E-HPFDDM framework. Section 2 presents the related works
focusing on security protective frameworks, evolutionary
techniques, DDoS detection, prevention, and attack mitiga-
tion techniques. Section 3 contains detailed information on
the proposed E-HPFDDM technique. Section 4 presents re-
sults of an evaluation of the proposed framework based on
ideal requirements applicable to a security system. Section 5
concludes the paper by presenting conclusions.

2. Literature Review

Ujjan et al. in [2] proposed a statistical model based on the
entropy technique to analyze the flow of network traffic. Esti-
mation of maximum entropy was proposed as a method for
distinguishing between normal and malicious network traffic.
Using a statistical-based entropy model, similar approach-
es to detecting DDoS attacks have been proposed. Dong et
al. [3] proposed and characterized the various DDoS attacks
in cloud and SDN networks. Lu et al. [4] proposed an effi-
cient defense mechanism for DDoS attacks that identifies the
intruder packets based on the entropy values and classifies,
accordingly, the type of attack to be defended against.
Imran et al. [5], Alhijawi et al. [6] proposed an in-depth anal-
ysis of DoS prevention and mitigation techniques and divided
them into three categories based on how malicious traffic was
handled. The authors planned to develop a safe self-adaptive
framework using machine learning-based techniques to de-
tect DDoS assaults and retrieved network traffic properties
based on the collected data.
Dong et al. [3] defined and characterized various DDoS
attacks in cloud and in SDN networks, while Lu et al. [4]
proposed an efficient defense mechanism for DDoS attacks
that identifies the intruder packets based on the entropy values
and accordingly classifies the type of attack to be defended
against.
Imran et al. [5] and Alhijawi et al. [6] presented an in-depth
analysis of DoS prevention and mitigation techniques and di-
vided them into three categories based on how malicious traf-

fic was handled. The aim was to develop a safe self-adaptive
framework that uses techniques based on machine learning to
detect DDoS assaults and retrieves network traffic properties
based on the data collected. Cui et al. [7] and Mique et al. re-
searched, in [8], an SVM-trained defense mechanism, known
as cognitive entropy technique, that helps defend against
DDoS attacks. In order to calculate the entropy value for the
data packets flowing between the source and destination ad-
dresses, the method relied on the data flow table of the switch.
Another concept of Sahay et al. [9], known as the ArOMA
act, is a DDoS defense system automatically identifying as-
saults on centralized networks without human intervention.
A unique NB classifier model was proposed for intrusion de-
tection systems which are implemented using multi-agents
that monitor network traffic and separate abnormal data from
typical traffic. Another learning-driven detection mitigation
(LEDEM) model used for detecting DDoS attacks has been
proposed in [10]. It also relies on the machine learning tech-
nique [11].
Yerriswamy et al. [12] proposed a DDoS protection mod-
el that helps classify packets based on signatures in order to
avoid DDoS attacks. The process is divided into four stages,
namely signature extraction, signature classification, anoma-
ly mitigation and signature reduction. The proposed sim-
ulation model used for DDoS attack mitigation used pro-
grammable commodity switches and the enhanced grey wolf
optimizer (EGWO) for detection intrusions [13], [14]. Long et
al. [15] presented a hybrid SSAE-SVM entropy-based model
for DDoS attack detection and mitigation that analyzes the
number of incoming packets on a concurrent basis. If the
packet request from a single source exceeds the threshold val-
ue, the model will categorize it as an attack and such data
will be skipped.

3. E-HPFDDM Framework

The literature survey showed that all current research concen-
trates on developing an efficient security model to adequately
protect against all types of HTTP DoS/DDoS attacks. In gen-
eral, the majority of studies failed to create a security model
that is capable of defending against all DDoS assaults. In order
to fill this gap, the proposed research provides an ideal securi-
ty model that can protect against all of the mentioned threats.
Furthermore, it should be able to track down and block the
illegitimate IP sources as well. The proposed solution uses
a security model (E-HPFDDM) that is integrated with evo-
lutionary techniques capable of detecting, classifying, and
mitigating all types of HTTP DoS/DDoS assaults.
The E-HPFDDM framework automatically stops network
traffic that is entering a local network if it is determined
to be a HR-DDoS attack. Otherwise, when the traffic is
found to be an FC attack, the algorithm tries to reduce the
connection timeout value. With the KeepAlive feature of the
HTTP connection disabled, different layers of the framework
work together and help protect the server from these HTTP-
based DDoS assaults by executing their tasks in an efficient
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manner. If all protocol tests have been passed, the packets are
transferred to the next layer. If not, the packets are dropped.
This process is repeated until data packets are delivered to
the last layer.
E-HPFDDM is a three-layer architecture. The OAB scheme
at the edge router makes up the first layer of the E-HPFDDM
framework, while inner service traceback (IST) makes up the
second layer. The deep entropy-based (DEB) layer is the third
layer, as shown in Fig. 1.
The packets that are moved to the first layer of E-HPFDDM
are compared with packets in the blacklist table and are
dropped if they match with any of the packets in the blacklist
table. Additionally, this research created the OAB shield,
a protective component for AntiDDoS systems, using the
OAB scheme. It combines the alerting method used by the
IST shield and AntiDDoS subsystems to notify the OAB
shield subsystem about the attacker’s IP sources, so that the
blacklist table may be updated periodically. The OAB system
uses the blacklist database to store data packets identified by
the IST scheme or DEB scheme, in the case of their failure.
The other element is a signaling method that the IST and DEB
schemes utilize to alert the OAB scheme about the attacking
IP sources. By updating the OAB scheme’s blacklist table,
IST and DEB schemes ban these IP sources from serving
requests in the future.

Fig. 1. Components of the E-HPFDDM framework.

E-HPFDDM’s second layer uses the IST scheme that helps
identify the whether the request has been initiated by a trusted
user or an intruder, by validating the incoming requests.
The first stage of the IST evaluates the incoming packets
by scanning the header for distinct values which are only used
by authorized requests. The IST scheme uses an authentication
mechanism to produce a nonce value which is sent to the
client or requester. The user must authenticate this nonce. If
the authentication is successful, the data packet is moved to

the next stage and the IP source is updated in the blacklist
table.

If the intruder hacks the credentials of the victim and tries to
enter the network as a trusted person, the model is trained to
identify the intruder by relying on the particle swarm opti-
mization (PSO) technique [16]–[20]. This technique allows
each particle to learn its position and velocity from its neigh-
bors.

Equation (1) represents the initial velocity, while Eqs. (2)–(5)
represent the velocity of each particle that is updated based
on the values of Xkd(n) and Xjd(n) for n iterations, until
the best solution is generated for both personal best solution
Pkd(n) and the global solution gd(n):

Rid(n) = Xkd(n)−Xjd(n), (1)

Rid(n+ 1) = CVid(n) + C[Pid(n)−Xid(n)], (2)

Rid(n+ 1) = ωVid(n) + C(1)r(1)[Xid(n)− Pid(n)]
+ C(2)r(2)[Xid(n)− gd(n)], (3)

Rid(n+ 1) = Rid(n) + Cr[Pkd(n)−Xid(n)], (4)

Rid(n+ 1) = Rid(n) + 0.5C[Pkd(n)−Xid(n)
+ Pid(n)−Xid(n)], (5)

where C is the random value between 0 and 1, Xkd(n) and
Xjd(n) are the particles that are randomly selected during n
iterations, and Pkd(n) and gd(n) are the personal and global
best solutions, respectively.

The number of source and destination IP addresses and port
numbers are used as input in the initial attack detection
module that is based on entropy. The values used, associated
with the number of source IP addressesHsip, destination IP
addresses Hdip, source port numbers Hsp, and destination
port numbers Hdp, were calculated for the first consecutive
z packets using Eqs. (6)–(8). Then, the next adjacent z data
packets are calculated using Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Deep entropy-based algorithm for DDoS attack de-
tection.

1: Input: user request’s output: detection of DDoS
attacks

2: Define the size of the window, Z
3: Collect sequence of data packets of size Z
4: H = {H_sip, H_dip,H_sp, H_dp}
5: If any data packet value of H exceeds

the threshold value T, then indication
of DDoS attack

6: End

Algorithm 1 provides a description of the module’s com-
putation procedure, while Algorithm 2 represents the deep
entropy-based (DEB) technique. The DEB technique automat-
ically stops network traffic that is entering the local network
if it is determined to be HR-DDoS. Else, if the traffic is found
to be an FC attack, the mechanism reduces the maximum
connection timeout value, as per user requests, until the time-
out value reaches zero and simultaneously disables the HTTP
connection’s KeepAlive feature.
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The DEB scheme inspects the incoming data packet to detect
HR-DDoS and FC assaults or, under regular conditions, by
computing the entropy of all request as:

E = a · log2
number of uri counts

total number of counts
. (6)

The specific source IP (sip) entropy values can be calculated
using information entropy as:

E(sipn) =
k∑
i=1

−p · sipin · log2 p · sip
i
n, (7)

where k is the number of different source IP addresses.

The number of packets pn with specific source address n(sip)
for a given time t can be calculated as:

E(sipn) =
k∑
i=1

−n · sip
i
n

pn
· log2 n ·

sipin
pn
. (8)

The DEB scheme uses the Algorithm 2 that compares the
obtained entropy values to the maximum threshold for HR-
DDoS and FC assaults. All the incoming packets request
will be blocked that have the threshold values exceeding the
maximum calculated entropy values, then signaling strategy
used by the AST and DAE schemes to alert the OAB scheme
by updating of blacklist database and blocking of illegitimate
IP sources on subsequent requests. As a result, the incoming
requests are treated as legitimate.

Algorithm 2: Deep entropy-based algorithm for DDoS attack clas-
sification and mitigation.

1: Input: user request’s, output: type of DDoS
attack detection,
classification and mitigation

2: Wait for user request
3: If request is NULL return declined
4: Enable AntiDDoS service of DEB scheme at

layer 3 of E-HPFDDM model
5: Enable modAntiDDoS service for DDoS assaults

detection
6: If requested IP address is from

whitelisted table return OK
7: If requested remote IP address is blacklisted

reject the remote IP from edge router
8: Set entropy_result = ok
9: If entropy threshold matches with the

threshold of AntiDDoS HR_DDoS
return blacklisted table to search
for remote IP and reject the remote
IP from edge router

10: If entropy threshold matches with
the threshold of

AntiDDosFlashCrowd
11: Repeat the steps 10 to 16
12: Decease timeout and MaxKeepAlive requests
13: If (timeout == 0 && KeepAlive == off)

return
14: update remote_ip blacklist table
15: reject the remote_ip from edge router
16: End if

The DEB scheme uses the Algorithm 2 that compares the
obtained entropy values to the maximum threshold for HR-
DDoS and FC assaults. All the incoming packets request
will be blocked that have the threshold values exceeding the
maximum calculated entropy values, then signaling strategy
used by the AST and DAE schemes to alert the OAB scheme
by updating of blacklist database and blocking of illegitimate
IP sources on subsequent requests. As a result, the incoming
requests are treated as legitimate.

3.1. Evaluation of the E-HPFDDM Framework

Evaluation of the E-HPFDDM framework is performed dur-
ing four different experimental tests of the AntiDDoS shield
system. The first experiment covers the entry stage and relies
on the OAB scheme. This will allow to check if illegitimate IP
sources are blocked and if the blacklist is updated. The second
experiment deals with the IST scheme that helps evaluate user
authentication by deploying the nonce mechanism. The third
and fourth experimental tests are done using the DEB scheme
that helps detect and prevent HR-DDoS and FC assaults. The
first and second experiments are conducted by simulating
a large number of data packets that are both legitimate and ille-
gitimate. An analysis has been performed to verify how effec-
tively the model is classifying the data packets. The third and
fourth experiments are conducted by launching a very large
quantity of user requests, comparing the entropy threshold val-
ues and thereby analyzing how effectively the model is catego-
rizing HR-DDoS and FC assaults. The experimental analysis
has rendered positive results compared with existing securi-
ty framework models. The simulation testbed is implemented
using virtualization techniques allowing to share the resources
during normal network usage [19], as illustrated in Fig. 2.
One of the following methods may be used to determine if an
attack has occurred:
– Incoming data packets failing the validation tests performed

by IST and DEB schemes. The incoming request must
function according to its HTTP header parameters for the
validation tests;

– The attacker launches an FC assault by flooding the web
server with incoming data packets;

– The attacker launches a high-rate HR-DDoS assault by
flooding the web application’s cold web pages with many
incoming requests;

– The incoming data packet requests are monitored by the
edge router, so that the attacker’s IP source can be blocked.

The simulation workflow is as follows:
– The client launches incoming data packet requests that are

interpreted by the OAB scheme as requiring that the attack-
ing source IP be blocked. The IST scheme authenticates the
user by generation of nonce, and finally the DEB scheme
detects and prevents HR-DDoS and FC assaults;

– The server responds to the particular incoming user requests
after validating the distributed test plans;

– The OAB shield’s router subsystem initially detects and
analyses the IP source of incoming requests using the black-
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup and simulation model.

list table. The OAB shield immediately bans an attacking
IP source by providing the “host unreachable” message to
the requester. If not, a notification is sent to the server;

– The IST AntiDDoS system authenticates the incoming
requests using the IST scheme and confirms that the request
does not originate from an illegitimate user. This inbound
request will move on to undergo a subsequent test within
the IST shield subsystem, if it passes this human-launched
test. If not, the IST shield subsystem instantly prevents it by
sending the “HTTP forbidden” message to the requester. It
must utilize the nonce that the IST shield subsystem gives
back to address the issue appropriately.

The following AntiDDoS subsystem test will be run if the
requester passes both tests. If not, the IST shield subsystem in-
stantly prevents it by sending the “HTTP forbidden” message
to the requester. Additionally, when the IST shield subsys-
tem returns the “HTTP forbidden” message to the requester,
it notifies the AOB shield subsystem, via signaling of the
assaulting IP sources, thus helping update the blacklist table.

4. Results and Analysis

Evaluation of the E-HPFDDM framework is based on ideal
requirements that a security system must comply with to
defend against all categories of HTTP-based DoS and DDoS
assaults. Based on the simulations, we may conclude that the
E-HPFDDM framework’s DEB scheme helps in categorizing
HR-DDoS and FC assaults and, hence, helps protect the web
server through the deep entropy-based algorithm capable
of detecting, classifying and mitigating DDoS attacks. The
experimental analysis has shown that the AntiDDoS module
using the DEB scheme has detected and prevented 389,766
out of 410,000 FC attacks, thus being more efficient than
existing security frameworks.
The E-HPFDDM framework’s outer advanced blocking
(OAB) scheme is quite capable of blocking attacker IP sources
at the point of entry from the edge router. The experimental
analysis has shown that the OAB scheme was successful in
detecting and preventing all 410,000 attacking IP sources.

The HPFDDM framework’s IST scheme is capable of validat-
ing an incoming request. The IST scheme determines whether
a packet is legitimate and then passes the former while block-
ing the latter. It also includes a mechanism for tracing back
and determining the true attacker IP source. The IST scheme
uses the mechanism of nonce randomization and sends the
packet to a user (rather than a bot) for authentication. The
browser will authenticate the user using the nonce without
any human action.
The HPFDDM framework moves the incoming data pack-
ets to the various layers and in each layer the packets have
to be validated with various schemes (procedures) to defend
against DDoS assaults, making the framework a collaborative,
layered DDoS prevention solution. The layers of the frame-
work collaborate and different schemes validate incoming
data packets with special tests. Layer 2 helps provide nonce
and authenticate the user. Similarly, the subsequent layer’s
DEB scheme performs the validation process with the use
of special tests, such as entropy calculation, and accordingly
classifies the type of DDoS assaults and attempts to mitigate
the assaults accordingly.
The HPFDDM framework is easy to design and implement
(this applies to all three layers) and the functionalities of
each layer have been efficiently and independently distributed
with proper coordination among the layers. The HPFDDM
framework utilizes less bandwidth overhead when compared
to existing network security solutions.
The HPFDDM framework supports the functionalities of all
the layers, e.g. user authentication is performed in the appli-
cation layer, using the nonce technique, and the detection and
classification of DDoS assaults is performed in the network
layer (e.g. HR-DDoS FC attacks).
The HPFDDM framework is integrated with evolutionary
techniques, making it easier for the solution to adapt update
dynamically, if needed. The IST scheme helps in updating the
blacklist table when a non-legitimate IP address is detected
and the DEB scheme helps in entropy calculations, based on
which the DDoS attack table is updated if the DEB scheme
detects HR-DDoS and FC attacks.
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The designed HPFDDM framework that can support the
evolutionary techniques like PSO that are integrated with
DEB schemes which helps in DDoS attack detection and
mitigating.
The individual layers of the E-HPFDDM framework (OAB,
IST, and DEB) use very little memory for storage. The OAB
layer of the E-HPFDDM framework uses much less memory
for storing the blacklist table, whereas the IST layer of the
E-HPFDDM framework consumes no memory at all, as all
its functionalities are performed in real time. In addition,
E-HPFDDM framework’s DEB layer uses very little memory
for storing web page-related information.
E-HPFDDM framework is resistant to spoofing assaults, as
the IST scheme examines the incoming request’s headers and
nonce values to determine whether the requester is legitimate
or illegitimate. If the requester fails these two tests, the user
will be blocked immediately and the blacklist table will be
updated.

5. Conclusion and Future Outlook

This study has proposed and developed an efficient hybrid
protocol framework for DDoS attack detection and mitiga-
tion (E-HPFDDM), utilizing evolutionary techniques, and
a unique efficient hybrid protection framework for defending
against HTTP-based DoS/DDoS attacks. The unique archi-
tecture of the proposed framework eliminates all the flaws
of the previous similar studies. It offers an innovative de-
fense mechanism to safeguard online applications against
all types of HTTP DoS/DDoS assaults, including high-rate
HR-DDoS and FC. Additionally, it has a good ability to veri-
fy and track attacker IP sources and block them immediately,
simultaneously updating the blacklist table. The E-HPFDDM
framework is then assessed using the best guidelines ap-
plicable to defense systems that shield against all types of
HTTP-based DoS and DDoS assaults. The simulations per-
formed demonstrated that the E-HPFDDM framework was
effective in fully meeting the applicable requirements. As
the framework was unable to identify and defend against all
FC assaults, a low rate of false negatives was experienced.
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